THAT THE 1640S SAW THE EMERGENCE of mass popular print culture is now widely acknowledged. The explosion in the market for printed opinion and newsreflecting both an unprecedented interest in politics and disarray in the control over the print industry-ensured that cheap print was profitable. With money to be made and little effective authority to police the presses, however, the situation was also ripe for fakes and forgeries. If the period saw the emergence of something resembling a "public sphere," then the free market in pamphleteering and propaganda was bedeviled by those interested in literary hijacking. And although Civil War newsbooks have long fascinated scholars,' the phenomenon of counterfeit journals is more often recognized by bibliographers than studied by historians.2
suspicions about some versions. Visual inconsistency does not distinguish deliberate innovation from ineptitude. There is therefore no reason to assume that formal imitation was intended to fool customers for financial gain; and it appears that at least some newcomers were primarily interested in something other than money.
Testing this conclusion requires greater understanding of the paper's various incarnations and analysis of the rhetoric of authenticity, forgery, and counterfeiting that surrounded new versions. Although authorial boasts and accusations are as problematic as they are prevalent, examining the ways in which editors encountered and interacted with rivals yields revealing evidence about editorial motivation.
Preempting the appearance of a rival in November 1647, the editor of Pragmaticus warned readers about the imposter, and when the it disappeared after only one issue he launched a blistering attack upon the "silly pamphleteer" who "counterfeit rascall" and to plead with readers to "kick him aside if he peep abroad again."25 The newcomer again insisted that he was "the first and true author of this mercury," and the war of words continued. 26 New editors who admitted their novelty typically professed a long-standing connection with the paper, and with earlier incarnations. Some claimed to have been "routed" by "Parliament beagles."27 Others claimed to have been preoccupied by other matters, employed on the king's business, or usurped by rival royalists.28 Authors could identify themselves with specific past incarnations of the paper by means of subtle references to material previously published,29 and they sometimes made claims to the authorship of particular editions.30 Perhaps most interesting are the comments revealing the depth of animosity between writers who were nominally fighting for the same cause. In February 1649, therefore, one author berated his rival as "a railing buffleheaded calf of the Essex breed that hath counterfeited my name."31 Readers of Pragmaticus were confronted, then, by a series of claims and counterclaims regarding the authenticity of different versions. These readers had probably begun to treat such statements with extreme caution, and some claims were probably intended to cover the paper trails of counterfeiters. Other claims to authenticity were clearly genuine, and yet others, while initially false, introduced durable runs. Furthermore, the claims of those who professed to have been connected with Pragmaticus itself sometimes proved to have substance. These sorts of statements, revealing tensions within royalist ranks, might be considered as too damaging to have been anything other than true. 
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The author of version 14 referred readers to statements made by him in version 10: Prag. 14.1, sig. Dv; Prag. 10.9, sigs. Pppv-Ppp2v.
30
One editor who emerged in April 1649 said that "this is the second part to the same tune" that he sought to "crack the lousie pretender that hath liquor'd his noddle this last quarter upon my reputation" and that "here comes old Prag. himself, new mounted and arm'd with paper squibs." He also told readers to "take notice, the last Prag. of the ist part ended num. 41": Prag. 13 
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One of the short-lived incarnations that appeared in April 1649 was a lackluster effort, sufficiently lacking in news and insight that it had to reprint entire letters in order to fill space; Prag. 12 
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Nedham also mocked the presence on the Council of four peers: "Salisbury the stout, Pembroke the witty, Denbigh the chaste and Mulgrave the pretty"; Prag. 13.1, sig. Av. stationer (sometimes on slightly larger paper), and stitched to a part apparently issued solely by Nedham prior to publication.86 At times Nedham's coeditor was evidently responsible for entire issues, which included verses that Nedham would, in 1661, decline to reprint. While these longer issues contained intelligence from Westminster and quotations from the Commons, they also contained astrological material, which Nedham never used, and this may betray Wharton's influence.87 Nedham clearly returned to the paper in early October, when his characteristic locutions of"pocasses,""knacks," and "packt committees" and his discussions of the "states of Derby House" reappeared.88
During this especially convoluted period, the paper disappeared for a week in early November, returning in mid-November with a double edition, once again with Nedham as one of two authors.89 By the third week of November, the paper had returned to its old format of eight pages, with Nedham apparently the sole author.90
Exploring the literary style and substantive content of the many issues of Pragmaticus helps to sort out the apparent confusion of multiple versions and "counterfeit" issues. This analysis in turn points to important aspects of the counterfeiting phenomenon. While some versions were short-lived and of distinctly inferior quality, and can be designated counterfeits, others were of higher quality and proved not just long-lasting but also capable of supplanting their rivals, and ought to be regarded rather as usurpers. Over time it became increasingly difficult to decipher rhetorical claims regarding authenticity and authorship, and to distinguish between rival publications that were imitating one another's appearance, prose style, and substantive content.91 This, 
